
LOWLIFTERS

PICCOLO/PRESTO/DOPPIO  PLL/PLP/PSD

A WHOLE FAMILY OF TRUCKS FOR EFFICIENT LOADING,
UNLOADING AND TRANSPORT.



High availability
High availability is one of Atlet’s
strong points. From the outset,
our trucks are developed to be
reliable and long-lasting. They are

basically modular, with many
common design solutions. Our
entire service concept is based on
the fact that our trucks must be

dependable and economical. To
be on the safe side, you can also
sign an uptime contract, which
will bring you nearer to 100%.

Three models. Infinite possibilities.
Atlet’s new family of pallet trucks
enables you to build a compre-
hensive truck fleet that will meet
every possible need. And with
the whole Atlet organisation

behind you, you will have a
handling system combining
maximum possible availability
with safe economic operation.

ATLET Presto, gains time and efficiency.
Loading and unloading in confined spaces,
on uneven surfaces and high speed for
long transportation.



A PALLET TRUCK FOR EVERY OCCASION
Atlet’s new family consists of three genuine, technically advanced pallet trucks: Piccolo, Presto and
Doppio. Three pallet trucks with three different characters: One which is small and nippy; the big
brother – quick and strong; and the middle brother, which can take twice as much. Three different
pedestrian pallet trucks for three different types of loading, unloading and transport.

[Safe Solution]

Think first
Now you can choose the low lifter
that best suits your particular
needs. Together with Atlet you

can specify and analyse what 
you require from your materials
handling system. You then use

the result to choose which pallet
truck or trucks you need for your
operation.

Not too big. Not too small.
The Piccolo is the versatile little
pallet truck for confined spaces
and short cycles. Presto is the
powerful ride-on truck with high
capacity and speed. The Doppio, 

with its double forks, 
handles and lifts two 
pallets at once.

ATLET Piccolo, indispensable in
really tight spaces and for short cycles.
On the lorry, on the loading bay, in
the shop and in small stores.

ATLET Doppio, works twice as fast.
Two pairs of forks manage twice as
much. Good availability and precise
two level handling.



FAMILY FEATURES
Atlet’s trucks share common components. Fewer, high quality modules, minimates stoppages and 
guarantees high availability. New models are designed and built using proven modules. This is
evident in the new Atlet family, where the three models have common features.

[Safe Driving]

New tiller arm with control panel
A new ergonomically designed
tiller arm provides safe and secure
control of the truck. Equally 
suitable for right-handed and
left-handed drivers. Clear back-

ground-illuminated LCD display
with information on  battery 
status, hours-run meter, date,
clock and warning messages. 
The ATC control computer has

built-in service functions such 
as fault log, temperature logs,
monitor functions, diagnosis,
calibration and performance
adjustment.



Constant ground contact – Friction Force

The patented linkage design,
ensures that every wheel – and
especially the drive wheel –
always has ground contact. 

The truck always carries the 
load securely and safely, even 
on bumpy surfaces and ramps.
The design also makes the trucks

stable and firm laterally, although
they are relatively narrow.

Responsive and lively – AC motor

The AC motor ensures that the
truck responds to the slightest
command from the driver, while

every braking movement generates
more current for the battery. 
This gives the motor maximum

efficiency and allows the operator
total control of the acceleration
and breaking even on slopes.



PICCOLO
The narrow, nimble Piccolo has a strikingly tight turning circle and negotiates slopes and ramps with
ease. The asymmetrically positioned tiller arm lets you drive the truck simply and safely, without any
great effort, wherever you like. You can walk either behind the truck or beside it. The slender new
design makes it extremely easy to get into and out of the smallest and tightest spaces safely . If there’s
room for a pallet, the Piccolo can reach it easily.

Small, versatile, reliable and ergonomically designed.

In the world of music Piccolo
means little, smooth and easy.

DOPPIO
The Doppio is the middle brother in the family. With one pallet on the forks
and one on the straddles, the Doppio can handle two pallets at once. Strong
and compact the Doppio will optimise loading and unloading at two levels.

Twice as much. Quick and manoeuvrable.

Doppio stands for twice over.



PRESTO
The Presto is the pride of the family. It is a ride-on pallet truck that will make loading, unloading and
transport much more efficient. Servo is standard on the Presto 250. Powerful and quick, with new side
guard and a rigid platform on which you will feel steady even at high speed. The low chassis prevents
feet from being trapped and the slender design enables the truck to manouvre in tight spaces. The Presto’s
five-wheel design combined with Friction Force gives both great lateral stability and excellent traction.

Quick, strong and safe to drive.



To a musician, Presto means “quick”
and “ast”.

The truck body goes all the way down to the floor,
reducing the risk of trapped feet etc.

An ingenious feature is that the battery is mounted
on small wheels for a quick battery change.

The Presto comes in two different
sizes. PLP lifts 2 000 kg and does
10 km/h at its fastest. PLP 250 is
a heavy duty version with a capa-
city of 2 500 kg and and does 12
km/h at its fastest. Battery capacity
up to 600 Ah.



Atlet has a wide selection of
models for all handling in and
around the reception area.
Quick, safe internal transport,

efficient and time-saving hand-
ling on the loading bay. Or
smooth loading and unloading
from the ground. For walking,

stand-on or sit-on drivers.
From sporadic low-frequency
use to intensive multi-shift hand-
ling calling for high capacity.

Atlet Ergo ALL
Stand-on low lifter
Ergonomic transporter for long
distances and a high goods flow.

Atlet Ergo XLL
Sit-on low lifter

Lowlifter version specially desig-
nes for long distance, intensive
transportation.



Atlet has the fastest and most reliable
after-sales service on the market.
Not only for our own trucks, but
also for any other make. Our skilled
service engineers solve 98% of all
conceivable problems at the very
first visit – we’ve got the records to

prove it. Our trucks are developed
on common platforms of tried and
tested moduls and technological
innovation. Atlet has the expertise,
the technology and the concept to
succeed with material handling
systems.

Take a look at www.atlet.com,
click on service and read more
about the maintenance contract
best suited to your fleet. Let us 
look after your trucks – you’ll be 
glad not to have the hassle, you 
can count on that.

HIGHEST AVAILABILITY 
Are you satisfied with your truck fleet? Does your material handling system break down? Let Atlet look
after your materials flow and your trucks. Not only do our trucks combine modular design and proven
technology, we also have a unique service concept. That’s how Atlet can give you the highest availability. 
As near 100% uptime as you can get.

[Safe Operation]

Safe Solution guarantees the right model for your needs.
Safe Operation means the reliability that means economy.
Safe Driving prevents accidents and damage.

Atlet AB, S-435 82 Mölnlycke, Sweden
Tel: +46 31-98 40 00  Fax: +46 31-88 46 86

info@atlet.se     www.atlet.com

ATLET Ltd., THAME Oxon OX9 3RR
Telephone: 01844 215501. Telefax: 01844 216492

www.atlet.co.uk.
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